NATIONAL VOLUNTEER AWARDS

NOMINATE A VOLUNTEER TODAY!

CHAIRMAN’S AND YOUTH AWARDS NOMINATION FORM

NOMINATION PROCESS:
• Complete one nomination form per each Chairman’s or Youth award nomination.
• Please submit the completed form directly to volawards@rmef.org.
• Chairman’s & Youth Award nominations must include a minimum of three (3) photos of the highest quality to be used in RMEF publications.
• Nomination Deadline: September 1, 2020

ELIGIBILITY & CRITERIA:
All volunteers nominated must be in good-standing with the RMEF.

• CHAIRMAN’S AWARD CRITERIA:
Volunteers being nominated for this award will have consistently demonstrated exceptional dedication, extensive volunteer service and leadership. This award recognizes volunteers whose dedication, time and leadership exceeds all expectations.

• YOUTH AWARD CRITERIA:
The Youth Award spotlights volunteers under 18 who have demonstrated initiative and leadership in his/her volunteer service with RMEF. These youth serve as role models within his/her local RMEF chapter; inspire others to engage in RMEF volunteerism and lead by example through their dedication, time and engaging others in the RMEF mission.

NOMINATION TIPS:
To help your nominee in the consideration process, tell your nominee's story in a compelling way to help the selection committee understand why the person stands out. (The selection committee is likely hearing about your nominee, and her or his volunteer activities, for the first time.)

Here are some helpful things to consider:
• How does this person's volunteer work benefit RMEF?
• Does this person take initiative?
• Is your nominee innovative and creative in problem-solving or finding solutions?
• How does this person inspire others?
• Does this person demonstrate selflessness and commitment to the project, program and RMEF?
• Is your nominee committed to the mission for the long term?
NAME OF NOMINEE: ____________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________

City: __________________________ State: __________________________ Zip: ____________

Phone: __________________________ Email: _____________________________________________

Nominee’s Home Chapter: ________________________________________________________________

TELL US ABOUT THE NOMINEE. Describe the nominee’s background and volunteer history. Include any interesting information about the volunteer and volunteer history with RMEF including volunteer positions, responsibilities, frequency, etc.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

HOW DO THEIR EFFORTS MAKE A DIFFERENCE? Using examples wherever possible, describe the nominee’s accomplishments and contributions to the RMEF mission and fundraising.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

REFLECTION: Offer your personal comments here; anything you wish to share that was not covered above. Comments from other volunteers are also welcome.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please attach any additional information you wish to provide.

Nomination Submitted by: __________________________________________ Phone: ___________________________

Email: __________________________________ Photos included with the nomination: ____________________________

SUBMIT COMPLETED NOMINATION FORM TO: VOLAWARDS@RMEF.ORG